From the industrially ravaged neighborhood of Eraserhead and Joseph Merrick's architectural models in The Elephant Man to the deceptively benign small town of Blue Velvet's Lumberton, the mills of Twin Peaks and the sinister, liminal spaces of Los Angeles in Lost Highway and Mulholland Drive, David Lynch's films work as unique explorations of place, space and architecture. Lynch's visionary body of work has been the subject of a multitude of articles, analyses and monographs, yet Lynch's explorations of space and architecture has -until nownot been granted a book-length consideration. Richard Martin's impressive volume serves not only a significant contribution to Film Studies and Lynch scholarship, but also works as a provocation, compelling film scholars to reconsider notions of space and architecture in cinema.
Building upon the sizeable quantity of scholarship centered upon Lynch and his work, especially the writings of Slavoj Zizek, Todd McGowan and Justus Nieland, Martin's volume emerges as an indispensable consideration of Lynch, his cinema and his use of space and place.
The author argues that Lynch's architecture and manipulation of space is key to the filmmaker's creation of "discrete cinematic worlds . . . highly pressurized environments that operate with their own internal logic" (5). Utilizing a transdisciplinary approach, The Architecture of David Lynch "aims to develop further an understanding of the spaces Lynch has created by assessing his work alongside a diverse range of urban and architectural thinkers, as well as synthesizing insights from film studies, modern and contemporary art, and literature" (5) Beyond Lynch, Martin argues that "film's exceptional ability to depict three-dimensional space" (7) makes the medium particularly adept at exploring architecture, as noted in the revolutionary writings of Vertov and Nouvel. (165) by way of alternating "between various unexplained spaces, denying the spectator any geographical confidence" (164). The film further pursues simultaneity and dualism through the juxtapositions of the cinematic and spatial legacies of Lodz and Los Angeles. For Martin, the film serves as the ultimate cinematic vision of Lynch's architectural imagery, and beyond, works as an uber-text within the director's oeuvre. As Martin notes, "it as if all Lynch's films are somehow housed within Inland Empire." (181). Martin concludes the work, noting that "the worlds Lynch has built and filmed force us to confront the strange forces involved in urban change, the social relations architecture constitutes, the uneasy feelings of being at home, the dynamics of spectatorship, and the presence of the past in the spaces of the present" (185).
